THE FACEBOOK FUCK BUDDY
FORMULA
By Dean Cortez
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Hey, this is Dean Cortez. If it’s cool with you, I’m going to be your “Facebook
Wingman” from now on.
I’ve fucked a lot of amazing women that I met for the first time on Facebook. Some of
them live in my city. Others live in places around the world that I’ve traveled to.
I’m going to share some killer tips in this guide, but first, let me blow your mind with
some facts…
Statistics show that nearly a billion people around the world are members of Facebook.
It’s safe to assume that more than half of these members are women—because as you
might have noticed, chicks LOVE Facebook. They spend way more time on it than guys
do.
Women can entertain themselves for HOURS on this site, and millions of them do it
every single day.
So in this short little guide, I want to tell you about a step-by-step roadmap that allows
you to TAP INTO this unlimited supply of pussy—by using hidden Facebook features
and secret “ninja” tactics to connect with the hottest girls, and bang them in the real
world, as soon as possible.
If you’re one of the thousands of guys who has read my best-selling dating book for
men, M.A.C.K. Tactics, then you’re familiar with a term I use called “Target Rich
Environments.” This refers to locations that have a surplus of attractive, available
women.
I’ve come to the conclusion that Facebook is the most “target rich” location of them all.
In fact, nothing else comes close.
Where else do you have immediate access to an unlimited pool of cute, sexy women,
from the comfort of your living room? Or from your phone, while you’re standing in
line at the supermarket to buy beer? Or while you’re using your iPad? You can
CONSTANTLY be connecting with girls on Facebook who are down to fuck.
With just a few keystrokes and clicks, you can begin interactions and flirtations with
women who fit your exact tastes. Women who not only meet your physical criteria, but
who also share your interests. And you can see, right there on their profiles, what
they’re into (and not into).
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In this short little guide, I’m going to walk you through some of the incredible benefits of
Facebook when you use it for seduction purposes. And I’m going to give you some
handy tips for moving your online “Facebook friendships” into real-world sex. As much
sex as you can handle!
I call this guide “The Facebook Fuck Buddy Formula” because I’ve personally used the
world’s #1 social networking site to attract numerous women into my bed for nostrings-attached fun.
If I’m horny any night of the week, I know that I can log into my Facebook account and
meet a new, hot girl within minutes by using this method! And getting her to meet up
with me in the “real world” is easy, too, because The Facebook Seduction System
covers that, too.
Right now I have several “Facebook Fuck Buddies” who get dozens of “likes” and
comments every time they post a picture showing off their hot little bodies. And while
all the other horny losers are only posting comments on their pictures, I’m the guy who
gets to FUCK the girl in the pictures.
I’m going to take you by the hand and show you how it’s done. But you can also use
these tactics to score yourself an awesome girlfriend, if that’s what you’re looking for.
How you use these “online seduction weapons” is up to you. By using these easy
methods, you’re going to gain access to a HUGE pool of attractive single women who
you would never meet otherwise.
Let me just run down some of the key benefits of using Facebook as the ultimate tool
for attraction and seduction…
Unlimited Instant Interactions
On Facebook, you can interact with unlimited women at your leisure, and even
simultaneously. In other target-rich environments (such as parties, bars, nightclubs, the
gym, etc), you’re usually forced to focus your attention on one woman at a time. If
women observe you flirting with multiple females, you’ll look like a sleazeball. But on
Facebook, you can chat with numerous women every time you log on. You can even
chat with several women at once.
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(I remember times when I’ve been chatting with two different girls on Facebook Chat,
while answering text messages on my phone from some other chick I met on the
site…and there was a naked girl sleeping in my bed next to me, who I met on…you
guessed it…Facebook!)
Instant Intel
“Intel,” short for “intelligence,” is one of many bits of military jargon that I adapted for
seduction purposes, and use in my book M.A.C.K. Tactics. When you meet a woman for
the first time in the “real world,” one of the goals during your initial conversation is to
find out certain details about her. Finding out the right Intel will allow you to connect
with her, and seduce her, more effectively. (Or in some cases, finding out a certain piece
of Intell might be your cue to “eject” from the interaction and find a more suitable
target.)
Did you know that the C.I.A., the most sophisticated intelligence agency on earth, uses
Facebook as a tool when conducting background checks on people? This is because
Facebook provides an astounding amount of Intel on people. Sure, you get the basic
details—where the person is from, their birthday, where they went to school, their
personal interests—but then you can also see their entire network of friends and
associates. With the Facebook “timeline” feature, you can even dig into their past and
explore key moments of their lives, from years ago leading up to the present.
The amount of Intel you can gather BEFORE you ever make contact with her is massive.
And this leads me to the next benefit…
Rejection-Proof Conversations
Because you’ll be armed with Intel about her job, her hobbies, her passions, her friends,
her favorite music, where she has traveled lately, etc., carrying on a conversation with a
girl you meet on Facebook is super easy.
I recently coached a guy named Roger who was terrified of walking up to a random hot
girl at a bar and talking to her. His social skills were downright awful. But I was able to
turn him into a “Facebook superstar” with women…and one of the girls he met on
Facebook (who was shockingly good-looking) wound up becoming his girlfriend.
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Why? Because Facebook makes it ridiculously simple to start conversations with women
and create a sense of “chemistry” with them. By knowing how to quickly analyze their
profiles and identify key pieces of Intel, you can mention things during the conversation
that immediately make it seem like you have things in common with them.
This makes it SO much easier than trying to build a connection with some random girl
you meet at a bar (or anywhere else in the real world), where you would need to ask
questions to try to find out where she’s from, where she works, what she does for fun,
what she’s passionate about, etc.
All of this information (and much more) is revealed right there in her Facebook profile.
All you need to do is identify the girl you want to bang, and once you start interacting
with her, bring up a topic that you already know she’s going to want to talk about.
If you’ve ever met a girl in the real world and struggled to figure out what to say
next…and you were sweating bullets during those “awkward silences,” as you racked
your brain for another question to ask…your worries are over. Once I walk you
through my simple Facebook Seduction method, you’ll know EXACTLY how to start
the chat (or send the first email), and how to follow up and build a connection with her
in MINUTES that would take you hours (or even weeks) in the real world.
And you don’t ever need to worry about feeling nervous about approaching her and
trying to figure out what to say to break the ice. I’m going to give you copy-and-paste
messages you can send to start every interaction the right way every time…so that you
ALWAYS get a response.
Zero Competition
One of the shitty things about going out to bars and clubs—or any place where you
want to meet women, but there are tons of other dudes—is that you’re forced to
compete against guys.
Guys who may be better-looking than you. Smoother than you. More “socially
connected” than you. Who make a lot more money than you.
I like to call Facebook “The Great Equalizer” because YOU can have the edge over all
the other guys if you know the right strategy to use, and the right things to include in
your messages.
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We all know there are a ton of hot chicks on Facebook—as well as a ton of goodlooking dudes. Every smoking hot girl has men on her “friends list” who pose in front of
mirrors to display their ripped physiques and tattoos, or who stand in front of their
mansions and sportscars.
These guys SEEM in their profiles as if they’re God’s gift to women. And you may think
to yourself, “if she has guy friends like THAT, what chance would I have?”
The answer is, those muscleheads and millionaires (who are often trying to compensate
for having miniscule penises) will stand NO chance against you, if you use the method
I’m about to reveal to you.
The Ability To “Engineer Your Environment”
I l ike to use The Royal Bengal Tiger as an example of the type of guy I’m going to turn
you into. This tiger is known to be the one of the strongest and fiercest animals in the
world. Its strength and intelligence are far beyond most others.
All other tigers are afraid of the water, and remain as far from it as possible. But the
Royal Bengal has broken all barriers put in front of him and taught itself how to swim.
And unlike other tigers which tend to hide and launch sneak attacks on their prey, the
Royal Bengal is unafraid to attack head-on.
You are to do exactly the same. In order to achieve unlimited success with women, you
have to build a personality strong enough to take you there.
Your personality is a work in progress. It’s constantly evolving. The more you see, feel
and experience in this world, the more rich and developed your personality becomes.
One of the keys to attracting women on Facebook is understanding how to showcase
your personality in an attractive way. This is vital to meeting women on Facebook and
seducing them.

Environment Engineering
In other words, most guys don’t understand the idea of “Environment Engineering.”
You have to remember, everything on your Facebook profile is completely under your
control. You choose the status updates you post, you select the photos you upload, you
decide what kind of friends you want, and you are the one who chooses to control what
to write on your own wall, or the walls of your friends.
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This means you have total control over your seduction environment. It’s yours to
“engineer” however you see fit.
Your Seduction Environment = Your Facebook Profile
It typically takes a women around five seconds to “judge” a profile and determine
whether or not a guy is fuckable. So you have to make sure that you present yourself
correctly, and control all of the elements within your Facebook profile to create an
attractive first impression.
This is why you should only allow things on your profile wall that highlight positive
aspects of who you are. Anything that increases your social value should be accepted.
Likewise, anything that decreases your social value should be edited or rejected.
This is a simple enough idea, right? But there are SO MANY GUYS who simply forget
the fact that nowadays, your Facebook profile represents who you are, and what you’re
all about—especially when women are giving it a look.
There are so many guys out there who just write stupid meaningless messages on the
walls of other girls.
There are so many guys who constantly update their status with pointless garbage,
which shows women that they have very little of interest going in their lives.
There are so many guys who repel women without realizing it, because they don’t grasp
the concept of Environment Engineering.
So I want to break down and explain each feature and element of your Facebook profile
wall, and then provide you with Environment Engineering do’s and don’ts. This is the
fastest and easiest way to revamp your profile to make you totally F(#KABLE to any girl
who crosses your profile.
How Facebook Works
Your Facebook profile should contain different kinds of information and media that
relates to you and your friends. In essence, Facebook is the online version of your social
hierarchy. It tells people who are your “friends,” and the way you interact with other
people in this “online ecosystem” will determine whether women will consider having
sex with you, or ignore you.
In the Facebook Seduction System we go through all of the functions and features of
Facebook in detail, but here’s a brief overview of how it works in regards to seduction.
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When you use Facebook to get laid, the idea is that you want to interact and socialize
with a lot of people. Normally, in order to communicate with another person you have
to be friends with them (though in the Facebook Seduction System we do teach you
sneaky tactics to meet girls who are not your friends yet).
As you’re probably already aware, you make friends and gain the ability to interact with
people by sending a friend request to them. That person then has the option to either
approve or dismiss the friend request. Once it has been approved, you become friends
with that profile and it gets added to your friend list. You then have the ability to
communicate with that person in several ways.
Privacy:

In your Privacy Settings, you can specify whether certain aspects of your profile will be
shown only to your friends, and whether anyone can comment on your posts or send
you a friend request.
As a guy, this isn’t important for you to turn on. You’re probably not worried about
chicks (or dudes) stalking you. But you need to be aware that these settings exists.
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Why?
Because you’ll find that a lot of the hotties on Facebook have these settings on Private.
This means you’re going to have to know how to get around it, in order to connect
with them and bang them. The Facebook Seduction System shows you how.

How to engineer your environment so that you present
yourself in a sexy female “friendly” manner
This is probably one of the most important sections in this guide. If you choose to
ignore all of my other suggestions, make sure you do NOT neglect making the changes
that I advise here—because I’m going to show you how to revamp your profile and
engineer your seduction environment so that women will literally look at your profile
page and get moist between their legs while clicking through it.
Status updates:
Status updates are a way to let your Facebook friends know what’s going on in your
world. These can be short messages, photos, videos or links to something you want to
share with people. Your friends can them “like” them and/or comment on them.
Clever or interesting status updates will gain popularity. The more people like or
comment on your updates, the more peoples’ newsfeeds it’s going to get to.
If you are able to post awesome updates more frequently, you’ll increase your
popularity with hot girls day by day, without even noticing.
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Environment Engineering Tips For Status Updates
Do’s:
a. Your goal is to come up with status updates that people will like and be keen to
comment on. Some of the best subjects relate to personal motivation and
development (something you’re working on, or doing, to better yourself); current
affairs (particularly celebrity gossip, since women eat this stuff up); and humor (a
funny YouTube video, for example).
b. Try to update your status with something that includes some of your friends. This
way, they’re more likely to notice it, and like your post and comment on it. Your
update will go to their friends’ newsfeeds, and you’ll “go viral” among your entire
Facebook social network.
(TIP: When I hang out with friends, I usually take a few pictures with my phone of
me and the group having fun. I upload a pic to my Facebook profile afterwards,
and “tag” my friends in the pic. I write a funny caption, too. Now, the friends of
mine in the picture are all going to comment on my post and “like” it, and their
friends see it, too. This raises my social value; everyone sees me as a popular
person who leads a fun, active lifestyle.)
c. “Motivational” updates are great. When you’re able to inspire people or build
their confidence with your words, they’ll appreciate it—and pay closer attention
to your status updates.
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d. People love to laugh, and humorous status updates are another way to get “likes”
and comments. The idea here isn’t to post the “joke of the day.” Make it personal
and original. If you experience anything weird and funny that you think will make
your friends chuckle (and perhaps relate to), share it via a status update. The
shorter, the better. They don’t want to read an essay.
Don’ts:
a. It’s a bad idea to steal other peoples’ status updates. Unless of course they’re
quotes or sayings. Even if they are, it’s going to look very cheap on your timeline
when people who’ve seen the same thing on someone else’s see it there. So,
don’t ever directly copy and paste someone else’s update.
b. A LOT of people on Facebook go on posting song lyrics on their status updates. I
used to do it from time to time, but later realized it wasn’t really a good idea.
People have probably already heard the song, so there’s no reason for them to be
interested in this type of update.
c. The worst kind of mistake people make regarding updating their status is trying to
show people how miserable or depressed they are. Weird, creepy status updates
will get you nowhere with women.
d. Do not update your status constantly, because it shows your social network that
you have way too much time on your hands. And have a purpose behind each
status update. I see too many people on Facebook posting about stupid, trivial
stuff that makes it seem as if they are desperate for attention. In this category, I
would include people who post pictures of the last meal they ate. Does anyone
really give a shit about what you had for lunch? (Unless you happen to be on
vacation in some fascinating spot, like the time I was in Tokyo and posted a
picture of myself with couple of cute Japanese waitresses after eating the best
sushi I’d ever had in my life. That’s an example of a post that conveys some social
value.)
More On Likes and Comments…
Facebook gives you the ability to publicly announce your opinions and preferences to
your friends. Just as your friends and like and comment on your posts, you can do the
same for others. What you choose to like, and comment on, is another way in which
you showcase your personality to your social network.
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When I started using Facebook, you could only like status updates and posts—but now,
you can post comments as well.
At this point I want to make something clear. Because other people can see the
comments that you make, and the comments that other people make on your posts,
you’ll need to learn how to manage a “good reputation” and present yourself in a
“female friendly” manner. Always assume that the women you want to bang are noticing
ALL of your Facebook activity.
Remember, anything you do or say will be announced to the world via Facebook
notifications, so don’t make yourself look bad!
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Environment Engineering Tips For Likes and Comments:
Do’s:
a. Only comment on a hot girl’s profile if she has flirted with you before and you
know that you might have a chance with her sexually. (Want to know how to get
to this point? Check out The Facebook Seduction System which walks you
through this, step-by-step.)
b. Whenever you make a comment, make it either smart or funny (or both). Your
goal is to get a reaction. Boring, meaningless comments don’t help your cause.
Idiotic comments (i.e. commenting on a girl’s picture to tell her how sexy she is)
work against you.
c. If you comment on something, you can also like it, but only AFTER you have
commented on it
Don’ts:
a. Don’t comment on a hot girl’s profile publicly, like most idiots do. Make sure
when you do comment or like her updates, it’s because you know you are F*#K
material in her eyes. (Again, refer to the Facebook Seduction System to make
sure women see you in this way.)
b. Do not make more than two comments on any girl’s status update, unless she has
been directly responding to you in the thread.
c. Do not write boring things that do not elicit a response. Comments like “you’re
hot” or “lol” really serve no purpose other than showing her that she’s better
than you. Why else would you be kissing her ass and giving her more attention
than she deserves?
Mutual Friends
A “mutual friend” is the same thing as a friend-of-a-friend. This is someone you probably
don’t know personally (yet), but you’ve linked up with them on Facebook by way of
someone you have already communicated with (or know in real life).
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Exploring the “friends of your friends” can open up new avenues to getting laid. And
there’s a bit of a built-in trust factor, because you share at least one of the same friends.

Environment Engineering Tips For Friends and Mutual Friends
Do’s:
a. Only add new friends or mutual friends once you’ve revamped your profile and
you know that you have engineered an optimal seduction environment. Take a
quick look at The Facebook Seduction System to discover the easy way to
re-do your profile and make it 400% more attractive to women.
b. When you add a female mutual friend, it’s a good idea to ask her how she knows
the friend that you found her through.
Don’ts:
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a. Don’t try to add too many “mutual friends” unless the friend who knows both of
you has something positive and nice to say about you. She may check with that
person to see if they actually know you, and you don’t want to be seen as a
creedy dude who is trying to add a lot of random girls to his friends list.
Tags
When people update their status and it involves you (for example, if you were with that
person at an event last night), they can “tag” your name in their update. Chicks do this
all the time when they’re out with their friends and uploading pics to Facebook.
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Tagged Photos

Facebook’s photo tagging option is very original. Suppose you’ve uploaded a group
photo of you with a bunch of your friends.
You can now select the faces of your friends in the picture, and tag them. This results in
the picture being posted on the wall of the people in the picture.
This is what the feature is meant for, but a lot of Facebook folks use it for other
reasons. They’ll “tag” people that aren’t in the picture to make sure that it gets
displayed on their wall, so that they’ll hopefully like it, comment on it, or whatever.
This can be integrated into your seduction strategy if there’s a girl who you WANT to
see a certain update, or picture, you post. You “tag” her on the update, and she’s
guaranteed to see it, because it will appear right there on her wall.
I’ve figured out some sneaky (and very effective) ways to use this hidden feature. The
Facebook Seduction System explains a strategy you can use, to tap into this feature
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and create attraction with the girl you’re trying to bang.
Environment Engineering Tips For Tagged Photos:
Do’s:
a. If you have a really cool image you want to show someone, but you don’t want to
make a direct comment about it, you can tag that person’s name to the photo.
b. Get your friends to tag photos of you that make you look like a “high social
status” guy.
Don’ts:
a. Don’t get tagged for doing anything stupid, or anything that will make you look
bad. Remember, your profile is public and people who check this can see what
you have been up to.
b. Don’t use the tagging photo option to send a girl too many unrelated images—
otherwise, this will be perceived as being spammy and this makes you annoying. A
few times is ok, but don’t make this a habit. This hidden feature needs to be used
with caution.
Groups and Pages
You can set up groups so that other
Facebook people can join. As the creator
of the group, you become the
administrator, and can choose who gets
to become a member.
Pages are similar. A band, a public figure,
a brand or an organization can make a
Facebook page to connect with their fans.
Page administrators can post on behalf on
that page. The people who like a Page can
become “fans” of it, which allows them to
post on that Page’s timeline.
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Environment Engineering Tips For Groups and Pages:
Do’s:
a. Only sign up for Groups, or become fans of Pages, for things that will increase
your perceived social value.
b. Provide positive comments and contributions when you sign up for groups to get
more popularity, and become noticed by the hot girls in your group.

c. Create your own Group or Page if possible. This way you have a good “opening”
to talk to random girls, and to see if the two of you have a mutual connection.
This gives you a “non sleazy excuse” to chat up girls, without obviously hitting on
them.
Don’ts:
a. Don’t become a member of a Group unless you know it’s going to make your
profile more desirable. I know it may be funny to join a bunch of “stupid and
immature” groups (there are tons of these on Facebook), but keep in mind that
the Groups you join will be noticed by the girls you are looking to bang.
b. Don’t join too many Groups, otherwise you’ll be seen as a “Group Whore.”
c. Don’t come across as joining Groups solely for the purpose of meeting girls. Even
if this is the case, you can’t make it obvious that you’re joining a Group for this
reason. Otherwise, you will look desperate and lose social value.

In The Facebook Seduction System, you’ll learn how to use Groups
and Pages to bang girls 5-7 times FASTER than you will with any
other method. Click here for the secret.
Events
The purpose of creating “Events” on Facebook is to advertise a real-world event which
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you are inviting people to learn more about, and hopefully attend.
Events have hosts who are in charge of the event. The people who join these Events are
able to make posts on its page.
If you join an Event and confirm you’re going, then other people in your friends list will
also be notified.
Environment Engineering Tips
For Events:
Do’s:
a. Sign up for events that increase
your perceived social value.
b. Invite girls who you want to
seduce to go to Events, but only
after you’ve opened a dialogue
with her.
c. Look at whether or not a girl
attends Events to get to know
more about her personality,
likes and interests.
Don’ts:
a. Don’t send a hot girl an invite
or ask her to attend an Event if you have yet to engage in any form of
communication.
b. Don’t comment negatively about an Event that a girl has confirmed to attend. This
doesn’t make you “cool.” It just makes you a hater.
Games and Apps
Facebook games and apps are another way of connecting with the Facebook community
(and scoring amazing amount of pussy, if you follow my advice).
When you play games on Facebook, you’re playing with other people connecting with
that game at the same time. Inside The Facebook Seduction System we’ll discuss in
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detail how to use Facebook games to meet random hot girls or build rapport (and
seduce girls) who are already on your friends list, but for right now, let me tell you
about a KILLER APP that will get you laid...

Bang With Friends App
This one’s free to download, so get it now: http://www.bangwithfriends.com
It’s almost too good to be true!
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In short, this application allows you to tag girls on your friends list who you want to
fuck. If they also installed this application and tagged you back, then this application tells
you that the two of you are down to bang!
But if only of you are interested in hooking up with the other, the application never
informs the person that is NOT interested.
So basically, you stay totally anonymous, unless she agrees that she wants to fuck you,
too!
They say a picture speaks a thousand words, so here’s a screenshot of their instructions:
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Environment Engineering Tips For Games and Apps:
Do’s:
a. Play Facebook games with girls who you want to seduce, but make sure she’s
bored when you send her an invite (The Facebook Seduction System actually
shows you a way to find out when a chick is bored and willing to play a game with
you...which will lead to some kinky games in your bedroom later, if you just
follow my tips on “Closing The Deal.”)
b. Get girls to install the “Bang With Friends” app and have her tag you. If you don’t
know how to go about it, tell her about the application in a playful, joking way and
get her to install it for fun. Then if she does, and tags you, you know she’s at least
somewhat interested in having sex with you. All you need to do is keep up the
flirting, and follow the instructions in The Facebook Seduction System to
make it all go smoothly.
Don’ts:
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a. Don’t constantly send girls games to play, unless you’re pretty sure she is available
and willing to play with you. If you have sent her game requests a few times and
she’s not interested, then find someone else. Some girls just either don’t have the
time to play, or don’t like the game you chose.
b. Don’t ask a girl to sign up to the “bang with friends” app in a serious manner! You
have to suggest it in a jokey way. If she’s not interested in signing up, you can use
some of the “teases” in The Facebook Seduction System to make her change
her mind. Many of my students have gotten laid as a direct result of asking girls
to install this app, but if she clearly isn’t into it, don’t press this issue. Some girls
don’t feel comfortable with this concept, but that doesn’t mean you won’t be able
to bang her eventually by using one of my other “stealth tactics.”
So are you ready to discover the complete step-by-step strategy that my friends and I
have used to seduce and bang over 200 hot women on Facebook?
Are you ready to unlock the hidden secrets of the world’s most popular “social
website” and learn about features and tricks that 98% of guys will never know?
Would you like to know how to BANG your choice of hot, sexy women with just a few
clicks of your mouse, and some simple copy-and-paste messages?
Then the answer is right in front you, brother…

The Facebook Seduction System
Your Wingman,
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